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dragondictate also offers the ability to listen to a spoken phrase to practice saying the word, and then return it to english. the accuracy of the results of dragondictate’s
native chinese language, mandarin, is excellent. i have written long emails, spoken over the phone, and spoken to a mandarin interpreter on the web using

dragondictate. it was correct 99% of the time for me. dragondictate also has two other interesting features. one is its ability to recognize phrases and create a list of
translations for any of them in your pc-native chinese language. in the left margin it appears as if the words to be translated are on the screen. but in reality, you are on
one screen, and the words are in the next screen and the system is controlling where you go to next. it is very intuitive. the other is the ability to record spoken chinese

with dragondictate. you simply speak into the microphone, and dragondictate records it as audio. it can have pauses between phrases and you may then dictate the
extra text. for example, you could speak your name, your address, and your telephone number into the microphone and then dictate the rest of your telephone

number. when you’re done you can then save the file to your pc. dragondictate, from dragonsoft, also offers an english-to-chinese program and a dictionary from open
source applications in china. it includes a number of chinese/english and english/chinese file utilities. the other program from open source applications is called

zhufeng. zhufeng also offers the english-to-chinese method, dictionary, character, and word translation, and chinese handwriting recognizer. it is available for free at
open source applications.
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a lot of users have added chinese capability to windows xp and 2000. although not necessary for windows xp or 2000, twinbridge chinese partner adds some quite
useful capabilities. in particular, twinbridge's chinese plus software is quite a full package. chinese plus includes several input methods, such as cantonese pinyin,

english-to-chinese, chinese-to-english and english-to-cantonese, a character-to-pinyin converter, an english-to-pinyin converter, an english-to-chinese ocr converter, a
chinese-to-english ocr converter, a chinese-to-chinese ocr converter, a cantonese text-to-speech converter and a chinese-english text-to-speech converter. a character-
to-pinyin converter, a character-to-pinyin converter and the english-to-chinese ocr converter are disabled when you use the english to chinese, chinese-to-english and

english-to-chinese converters, respectively. additional tools include a character-to-pinyin converter, a character-to-pinyin converter and the english-to-chinese ocr
converter with tone marks, a character-to-pinyin converter, a character-to-pinyin converter and the english-to-chinese ocr converter. the program also has text-to-

speech converters, an english-to-cantonese text-to-speech converter, a chinese-to-english text-to-speech converter and a cantonese text-to-speech converter. a typical
program that can enable chinese in windows xp and 2000, twinbridge chinese partner is a useful program for add-ins for xp and 2000 that offers one of the most

convenient input methods, chinese plus. this program has several additional, more basic tools such as fonts, utilities and ocr conversion. as of version 6.5 premium
edition, the program still works best if one includes windows 2000, as there are some very minor incompatibilities when using the cantonese ocr converter. 5ec8ef588b
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